Optimal Planning of Charging and Power Delivering from/to the Network for Electric Vehicles Considering Types of Trip
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Abstract—In this paper, a new model is proposed for optimal planning of daily charging and power delivering from/to the power system considering time schedule of trips for electric vehicles. In this model, trips are categorized in job, shopping, educational, and pleasure and possible times to charge/injection are considered based on type of trip and limitations of charging stations. In the optimal planning, it is assumed the hourly electricity price is known and also the rate of charging is fast. The load curve of system and also charging costs are analyzed which are important for system operator and car owners, respectively. Simulation results show by using the proposed planning for time scheduling of charge/injection, a smoother load curve is obtained and the costs of customer are decreased.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, utilization of electric vehicle (EV) is introduced as an appropriate solution for reducing environmental pollutions [1]. Using a large number of electric vehicles in near future and increasing the consumed load due to electric cars charging, the power system maybe encountered with serious challenges. In fact, charging patterns of electric cars, especially in personal transportation, may affect the power system considerably, because of increase in peak load and feeder overload [2]. This implies the need for development of system facilities (e.g. generation system, distribution system) [3].

A. Motivation

In a system including considerable number of electric vehicles, the daily load curve of system is a function of charging pattern. Charging scheduling should not increase the peak load. On the other hand, suggested hours to charge/injection must be acceptable by the electric vehicle owners. Therefore, charging scheduling should consider the different working conditions of drivers as well as the load curve. Consequently, optimal planning of daily charging and also injection of extra energy of electric vehicles battery into the network considering trip time limits is very important.

B. Contribution

The main contribution of this paper is the proposing of a new optimal model for charging and power delivering planning from/to the network for electric vehicles. The proposed model minimizes the charging cost, in which, time scheduling of trips and station charging limitations are considered. In our model, four categories (including job, shopping, educational and pleasure) are considered based on the statistical information of transportation in Tehran city. The proposed planning for charging/injection, lead to customer satisfaction and improving the load curve of the system.

C. Paper Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the literature is reviewed. Types of trips for electric vehicles are introduced in third section. Afterwards, the proposed framework for optimal charge/injection planning and the mathematical formulation are explained. Fourth section of this paper investigates the simulation results of the proposed model. In simulations, two scenarios (first scenario: only optimal charging, and second scenario: optimal charge/injection) are considered. Finally, conclusion is discussed in fifth section.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

There are many works about planning for electric vehicle charging which some of them are mentioned. Researches about impacts of electric vehicle charging get backs to 1980 [5]. Negative effect of electric vehicle charging without planning on distribution network is discussed in [6]. Charging of electric vehicles without planning causes the overloading of distribution transformer and also the distribution network lines may be congested. Advantages of electric vehicles utilization, as an ancillary services in power system, are studied in [7]-[8].
In [9], the authors have proposed a model for optimal strategy for charging electric vehicles in an intelligent network with the objective of load variations minimization. The impact of electric vehicle charging on household load curve and its effectiveness on distribution transformer reliability is discussed in [10], and a solution for increasing the reliability is presented as well. Time reduction of long queue for vehicle charging is discussed in [11]. Technical limitation of vehicle charging from the network is ignored in this reference.

Electric vehicles charging optimization considering driving patterns is investigated in [12] beside different levels of vehicles penetration into distribution networks. Authors of this paper have considered slow charging rate. Slow charging will linearly and flatly change the load curve. Moreover, the more time for charging, because of slow charging, may be an undesirable issue for EV owners. The possibility of load leveling in a household micro grid is investigated in [13] by managing the charging pattern of electric vehicles. In this reference, the authors are used two vehicles to indicate the effects of different driving patterns and charging behavior on load curve. Besides, considering only technical requirements in objective function may be unacceptable for owners, which concern about their profits.

Reference [14] has tried to minimize the overall cost according to different charging patterns of electric vehicle. In [14], the impact of a direct load control program for management of electric vehicle charging process is analyzed. A novel method is proposed in [1] for load control of electric vehicle charging in response to time of use (TOU) pricing. Two centralized and decentralized optimization decision making are given in [15] for electric vehicles charging based on dynamic pricing model. The aim of both designs is minimization of charging costs by use of an optimal charging program. In [16], a dynamic optimization framework is presented for formulation of optimal charging problem.

A multi-objective planning method for electric vehicle charge/discharge in a smart grid is proposed in [17]. Results show that the proposed method for electric vehicle charge/discharge could reduce the operation. Reference [18], is proposed a new method, in which the trip time and consumption of charging energy is minimized during the path using a Genetic Algorithm. The impact of electric vehicles on the electricity market and distribution network is discussed in [19]. In most of studies, the technical limitations of charging station and the various trip types and driving pattern of electric vehicles are not considered simultaneously.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Types of Trips

In order to propose a more realistic model for EV charging, some information about in urban transportation behavior of owners must be considered. According to studies of transportation and traffic organization of Tehran municipality, in urban trips objectives of citizens are divided into four groups: job, shopping, educational and pleasure trips [20]. Fig. 1 depicts the relative distribution of these groups in understudy samples.

![Relative distribution of trip objectives in Tehran](image)

The activity and stopping hours of each type, during the day, based on the objectives of the trip are represented in Table I [20]. Obviously, the electric vehicle could charge and deliver energy from/to the network only in stopping time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Trip Type of Personal Car</th>
<th>Activity Time Interval</th>
<th>Stopping Time Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Job</td>
<td>06:00 to 20:00</td>
<td>21:00 to 05:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td>07:00 to 22:00</td>
<td>23:00 to 06:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>06:00 to 19:00</td>
<td>20:00 to 05:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Pleasure</td>
<td>06:00 to 22:00</td>
<td>23:00 to 05:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Problem Formulation

In this section, the proposed model for electric vehicle charge/injection planning considering the schedule of vehicles trips is introduced. The electric vehicle is able to connect to the network for charging from grid to vehicle (G2V), or for injecting the remained power of its battery into the grid (V2G). In charge/injection planning owners maximize their benefit of charge selling and minimize the charging costs considering the trip plan of vehicles. Therefore, we proposed an objective function as (1):

$$\text{Max} \sum_{i=1}^{T} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p_{ij} \pi_{ij} t_{ij}' - \sum_{i=1}^{T} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p_{ij} \pi_{ij} t_{ij} \quad (1)$$

In (1), the first and second term relate to earned income of selling and charging cost respectively. The used indices are as follow:

- i: hour of charging or injecting power to network (T: hours of planning period)
- j: the number of electric vehicle (N: number of vehicles)
- $p_{ij}$: Rate of charging for vehicle $j^{th}$ in hour $i^{th}$
- $\pi_{ij}$: cost of electricity in hour $i^{th}$ for charging vehicle $j^{th}$
- $t_{ij}$: Binary variable for charging time of vehicle $j^{th}$ in hour $i^{th}$ {0 or 1, which 1 is used for charging of vehicle in the station}
- $p_{ij}'$: Rate of injection from vehicle $j^{th}$ to the network in hour $i^{th}$
- $\pi_{ij}'$: Price of power injection from vehicle $j^{th}$ to the network in hour $i^{th}$
- $t_{ij}'$: Integer variable for injection time of vehicle $j^{th}$ in hour $i^{th}$ {0 or -1, which -1 is used for power delivering in to the network in the station}

In proposed model, the charging process in an hour is modeled by a binary variable (0 or 1). As the injection of vehicle power to the network decreases consumed load in connection point to the network, the power injection is considered as an integer variable (0 or -1). Constraints of optimization problem are presented in equations (2) to (8). The explanations of each constraint are given after the equations.

$$\sum_{j=1}^{N} p_{ij} t_{ij} = C_{\text{battery}} \quad \forall \ j = 1, 2, \ldots, N \quad (2)$$

$$\sum_{j=1}^{N} p_{ij} t_{ij} \leq P_{\text{station}}' \quad \forall \ i = 1, 2, \ldots, 24 \quad (3)$$

$$\sum_{j=1}^{N} |p_{ij}' t_{ij}'| = C_{\text{remain battery}} \quad \forall \ j = 1, 2, \ldots, N \quad (4)$$

$$\sum_{j=1}^{N} |p_{ij}' t_{ij}'| \leq P_{\text{station}}' \quad \forall \ i = 1, 2, \ldots, 24 \quad (5)$$

$$\begin{align*}
\sum_{i=1}^{24} t_{ij} + \sum_{i=21}^{24} t_{ij} &= C_r \quad j \in \{A\} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{24} t_{ij} + \sum_{i=23}^{24} t_{ij} &= C_r \quad j \in \{B\} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{24} t_{ij} + \sum_{i=20}^{24} t_{ij} &= C_r \quad j \in \{C\} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{24} t_{ij} + \sum_{i=23}^{24} t_{ij} &= C_r \quad j \in \{D\}
\end{align*} \quad (6)$$
\[
\begin{align*}
\sum_{i=1}^{5} t'_{ij} + \sum_{i=21}^{24} t'_{ij} &= D_r & j \in \{A\} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{6} t'_{ij} + \sum_{i=23}^{24} t'_{ij} &= D_r & j \in \{B\} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{5} t'_{ij} + \sum_{i=20}^{24} t'_{ij} &= D_r & j \in \{C\} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{5} t'_{ij} + \sum_{i=23}^{24} t'_{ij} &= D_r & j \in \{D\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[t_{ij} \times t'_{ij} = 0 \quad \forall i = 1, 2, ..., 24, \forall j = 1, 2, ..., N\] (8)

Equation (2) guarantees the complete charging of vehicle battery from network, which \(C_{\text{battery}}\) shows capacity of battery in terms of kWh. Equation (3) indicates the limitation of vehicles connection to the network for simultaneously power charging according to technical limitation and station capacity. Equation (4) represents the total deliverable energy to the network by a vehicle, which \(C_{\text{Remain battery}}\) shows the capacity of remained energy of battery after finishing the in-urban trip. Equation (5) is similar to (3) but this is for power delivering limitations. Equation (6) describes the time limitation of vehicles charging according to aim of trips (Table I). If vehicle \(j^{\text{th}}\), is stopped in hour \(i^{\text{th}}\), it could proceed to charge up. In this case, \(t_{ij}\) value is equal to 1 and otherwise it would be equal to 0. \(C_t\) is the required time for vehicle charging according to charging rate.

Equation (7) is similar to (6), but it shows the permissible hours for injection of power to the network in accordance with Table I. In fact, vehicle \(j^{\text{th}}\) could start to power injection if this vehicle, related to each of A, B, C and D groups, stop completely in hour \(i^{\text{th}}\). In this case, \(t'_{ij}\) value is equal to -1, otherwise it would be 0. \(D_t\) is the required time for vehicle discharge and its injection to the network according to charging rate and speed. Equation (8) declares that vehicle \(j^{\text{th}}\) could not perform charge/injection simultaneously. Vehicle owners proceed to plan charge/injection using information of electricity buying and selling price. However, time constrains corresponding to vehicle trip pattern and technical constraints of station are observed well in the proposed model.

C. Case Study

For examination of the proposed model, a system with following characteristics is studied. A 25 KVA transformer supplies the required energy for charging station of electric vehicles. Some loads including many household and commercial consumers are also connected to this transformer. It is supposed that each vehicle charging is done fast with the rate of 4Kwh per hour.

The charging capacity of station is considered 12 kW per hour, and the overall number of vehicles is assumed 26. According to relative distribution of vehicles, based on presented information in Fig. 1, the number of vehicles of “job”, “shopping”, “educational” and “pleasure” groups are considered 14, 4, 5 and 3 respectively. Battery capacity of each vehicle is 4kW. Regarding the fast rate of charging, \(C_{R}\) and \(D_{R}\) would be equal to one. Buying and selling price of electricity energy during the day is considered as multi-tariff rate. Table IV in appendix presents the prices in a day during the hot season of year. The planning is performed for a day (\(T=24\)).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

At first, to indicate the importance of technical constraints subject, planning of vehicles charging is simulated without considering the limitation of station capacity. (In fact, constraint of station capacity and all the terms related to discharge modeling in optimization problem, introduced in section 3.2, are ignored.) Simulations are performed in two states: 100% (full charge) and 75% charge of battery. Fig. 2 shows the effects of electric vehicles charging with fast rate on electric load consumption curve, without considering the technical requirements of charging station.
According to Fig. 2, adding the load arisen from electric vehicles charging could make a danger for distribution transformer. In this condition the owners proceed to charge the vehicle in a time that the electricity price is in the lowest level, without considering the capacity of charging station. Accordingly, such planning leads to create a new peak in early hours of a day. This issue is an undesired matter and could leading to out the distribution transformer.

In following sections, simulation results are presented in two scenarios by supposing the technical limitation of charging station. Optimal planning is simulated for two scenarios: the first: only charging program and the second: optimal charge/injection program.

A. Scenario 1: Planning of Electric Vehicles Charging (with the Consideration of Required Constraints)

In this scenario, vehicles owners proceed to charge their vehicle optimally by fast rate, while they are aware about the electricity price. (The vehicles don't have any contribution in selling and delivering the power to the network.) That is to say, injection modeling terms in optimization problem are not considered. Fig. 3 depicts the optimal charging planning obtained from implementation of proposed method.

As shown in Fig. 3, all the vehicles of “pleasure” group (with the minimum number) are charged in duration of one hour, but the vehicles of “job” group (with the maximum number) proceed to charge between 3-5 o'clock and 22-24 o'clock. In all hours of charging, the maximum consumed power of charging station is equal to 12 kW. The optimal charging planning corresponding to fifth case of remained charge (25% percent of battery capacity) is presented in Fig. 4.
With careful consideration of Fig. 4 and comparing it with Fig. 3, it is understood that the remained charge affects the charging planning of vehicles considerably. For instance, vehicles of “shopping” group succeed to charge themselves during 1 hour in this case. Moreover, according to figures 3 and 4, stopping limitation of each group of vehicles is observed in proposed planning. Similarly, planning for other supposed cases is performed separately for remained amount of charge. For investigation of charging planning effect from operator point of view, the total load curve (initial load curve plus charging station load) is drawn in Fig. 5 for five cases.

As we can see in Fig. 5, peak load level is less than 25 kW (transformer capacity) in all cases. The maximum peak load relates to first case in which the vehicles require 100% charging. The peak load is equal to 24.5 kW in this case. Moreover, the valley of load curve in initial and final hours of day are filled in all cases. The trip program of vehicles (based on Table I) is observed thus the load curve is not changed charge in middle hours of the day. The load curve characteristics in presence of electric vehicles are gathered in Table II in summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Peak Load</th>
<th>Average Load</th>
<th>Consumed Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.5 Kw</td>
<td>16.48 Kw</td>
<td>395.65 Kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>23.3 Kw</td>
<td>16.05 Kw</td>
<td>385.25 Kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22.70 Kw</td>
<td>15.83 Kw</td>
<td>380.05 Kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>22.10 Kw</td>
<td>15.61 Kw</td>
<td>374.85 Kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22.02 Kw</td>
<td>15.40 Kw</td>
<td>369.65 Kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without EV</td>
<td>18.80 Kw</td>
<td>12.15 Kw</td>
<td>291.65 Kw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it can be seen in Table II, peak load hour in the network is changed from 20 o'clock to 23 o'clock by entering the electric vehicle (except than case 5). Considering that the vehicle requires the minimum amount of charge in case 5, hence the peak load time is shifted to low load hour of system (6 o'clock in the morning). Flexibility of consumed load of electric vehicle charging leads to optimal charging planning. As a result, peak load level doesn't exceed 24.5 kW.
B. Scenario 2: Charge/Injection Planning of Electric Vehicles (with the Consideration of Required Constraints)

In this section, proposed objective function (introduced in equation 1) and related constraints (equations 2 to 8) are simulated completely. In this scenario, owners could earn benefit from selling the remained energy to the network and decrease their costs. Therefore, for traveling or selling the electricity, they proceed to charge the vehicle fully in hours that the energy price is cheaper, and according to remained power in battery, they proceed to inject the energy to the network in hours that the electricity selling price is high. In Fig. 6, charge/injection planning of vehicles is drawn in case 1 (the remained charge is 10%). Investigation of first case (battery without charge) is ignored in this scenario.

As we can see in Fig. 6, electric vehicles have proceeded to power injection to the network between 20 to 23 o'clock. According to trip limitations of vehicles, only the vehicles of educational group have proceeded to injection on 20 o'clock. This issue would decrease the load curve on 20 o'clock. In addition, load growth level on 21 and 23 o'clock is restricted by vehicles discharge. The low level of vehicles discharge is due to the low amount of remained energy in battery. Planning of vehicles for delivering their remained power to the network, related to case 5, is depicted in Fig. 7.

As we can see in Fig. 7, decrease in consumed load is happened between 20 to 23 o'clock. Considering more remained charge in this case, consumed load in mentioned hours is decreased more compared to Fig. 7. In this case, consumed load growth level due to vehicles charging in 21 and 23 o'clock is controlled and limited well by other vehicles discharge. Regarding that the maximum number of electric vehicles relates to those with “job” trips objective, hence the charging of these group of vehicles on 21 o'clock seems to be normal. Moreover, it is observed that vehicle charge/injection in each clock has not violated the limitation of station. In Fig. 8, the load curve in all states is shown beside each other, in order to specify the effect of optimal charge/injection planning on peak load of network.
As it can be seen in Fig. 8, peak shaving is happened in peak load in all cases. Power injection to the network by electric vehicles is the reason for peak shaving. Vehicles owners decide to sell the available energy in battery in times that the consumed load is in its high level and the price of energy buying and selling in network is high. However, the peak load hour is changed from 20 to 24 o'clock with this planning. The impact of electric vehicle presence on the load curve is shown in table (VIVII).

**TABLE VIIIIXX. The Impact of Optimal Planning of Vehicles Charge/Injection on the Load Curve**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Peak Load</th>
<th>Average Load</th>
<th>Consumed Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>23.80 Kw</td>
<td>16.05 Kw</td>
<td>385.25 Kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>23.80 Kw</td>
<td>15.83 Kw</td>
<td>380.05 Kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.80 Kw</td>
<td>15.61 Kw</td>
<td>374.85 Kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>23.80 Kw</td>
<td>15.40 Kw</td>
<td>369.65 Kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without EV</td>
<td>18.80 Kw</td>
<td>12.15 Kw</td>
<td>291.65 Kw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The battery energy of vehicles is in its lowest level after discharge and it must proceed to charge itself fully for next trip. Therefore, peak load level is increased due to full charging of vehicles. The consumed energy of 2, 3, 4 and 5 cases is decreased respectively, which is completely expectable. Moreover, it is obvious that observing the technical requirements of charge/injection planning has caused the peak load level not to exceed 23.8 kW.

**C. Comparison of First and Second Scenarios Results**

In this section, acquired results from simulation of first (only the planning of charging) and second (planning of charge/injection) scenarios are compared. Load factor index defined by equation (10) is used for clear evaluation of load curve before and after charge planning of electric vehicles.

\[ L_a = \frac{E_a}{24} \quad (9) \]

\[ L_f = \frac{L_a}{L_p} \quad (10) \]

In equation (9), \( L_a \) is the averaged consumed load of system, and \( E_a \) represents the energy of consumed load curve. \( L_f \) and \( L_p \) are load factor index and peak consumed load level respectively. In Fig. 9, load factor of overall consumed curve in both scenarios is drawn for different cases of remained battery energy.
According to Fig. 9, it can be seen that the planning of load factor level is increased in both scenarios compared to the time which electric vehicles are not considered. In first scenario, load factor is increased often by increasing the remained charge because, the load arise from charging is added to transformer load in low load hours. However in second scenario, load factor has decreasing trend with increasing the remained battery energy. The nonlinearity of load factor was effective in acquiring such results.

In Fig. 10, the cost paid by electric vehicles owners is compared considering the contribution and disaffiliation of vehicles in injection.

It is observed that the total cost paid for charging the vehicles by owners who have contributed in injection of their battery in the network and then have proceeded to charge, is less than the case which owners proceed to charge the vehicle in the network (in fact, the earned income from selling a part of charge is subtracted from vehicles owners costs). Moreover according to the figure, paid cost is more in cases that the remained charge is less, which this issue is expectable. Due to fast charging rate, owners are able to select the best hours and price in terms of buying the energy from network (and also selling the remained charge), and pay the lowest possible cost. However in this planning, time limitations of trip program and also restrictions of charging station are observed well.

V. CONCLUSION

A new model is presented to optimally plan charge/injection of electric vehicles with different trip types, in this paper. The main considered constraints of the optimization problem are included time scheduling of trips and station charging limitations. The simulations is performed for two scenarios (first scenario: only optimal charging, and second scenario: optimal charge and injection) and a few different cases of remaining charge of battery. Load curve peak shaving and valley filling are two advantages of proposed planning method. In all cases, the second scenario results less cost compared to first scenario, which is due to earn money obtained from the remaining charge selling. Investigation of the load curve, in both scenarios and in all cases, demonstrates that in the proposed planning the technical requirements and constraints of charging station are observed well. The obtained planning for charging/injection based on different electricity price and time schedule of trips lead to customer satisfaction and increasing the benefit of system operator.
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APPENDIX

### TABLE IV. The Electricity Price (cent/kWh)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hour</th>
<th>1-7</th>
<th>8-18</th>
<th>19-22</th>
<th>23-24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Sales Price to the Customer</strong></td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Purchase Price from the Customer</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>